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Introduction
Is content really king?
When it comes to online content, 90.63 per cent of all published content
receives zero traﬃc. In order words, you have less than a 1 in 10 chance
to attract organic traﬃc from Google Search.
Naturally, to rank consistently at the top of Google’s search results – and
win more organic traﬃc – you need to write your content around a
proven search engine optimisation framework.
So how do you write content that satisﬁes Google’s algorithm and, more
importantly, reach the right search users?

Our Step-By-Step SEO Content Playbook can help.
From your homepage and FAQ page to blog posts, our 11 proven SEO
templates provide step-by-step instructions on creating valuable,
engaging content that is optimised for higher search engine rankings.

It’s time to unlock the power of SEO-optimised content.

Want to tap into an
enormous amount of
online traﬃc?
Now is the time to take a more strategic approach
to content strategy.

68%

Online experiences begin with a search
engine.

53.3%

All website traﬃc comes from organic
search.

92.96%

Global traﬃc comes from Google search,
Google Images, and Google Maps.

3x

Content marketing generates 3x more
leads than paid search does.

1000%

SEO drives 1000%+ more traﬃc than
organic social media.

Let’s get started.

Source: Ahrefs
Review42
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Homepage
PAGE TITLE
Target a broad keyword that describes your
website's primary function. Include your
brand name

BRANDING
Solidify your branding with a
recognisable logo

Running Shoes And Trainers
runnerscamp.com

The World's Fastest
Running Shoes
We help track athletes run faster with custom-fit
running shoes that are cushioned, lightweight
and built for speed

DESCRIPTION
Sell users on clicking to your website by
including your brands USPs. Incorporate
numbers and facts

HEADLINE
Keep your headline clear and
straightforward with a focus on your brand
or primary product

NAVIGATION
Provide a visible, easy-to-use menu to
direct visitors to important pages on your
site

BODY COPY
Write in the language of your audience.
Incorporate long-tail and LSI keywords.
Cut the jargon

CALLS TO ACTION
Deﬁne your most wanted action and
feature it through out the page

FOOTER
Include your contact
information and links to important
pages

SUB HEADLINE
Running shoes
Olympics

Include a clear value proposition that informs
users what your website can help with

Tack and ﬁeld

IMAGES
Use emotional imagery or video to
illustrate what you do and encourage
action

TRUST SEALS
Add social proof like reviews or
testimonials to build consumer trust

E-A-T
Solidify trust further with authority
indicators like awards, associations and
client logos
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Category Page
PERMALINKS
Use descriptive URLs.
Limit subfolders to three

HEADING
Relevant, keyword optimized and
wrapped in an <H1> tag

Running Shoes And Trainers

http://runnerscamp.com/running/running-shoes/

INTRODUCTORY TEXT
BREADCRUMBS
Add breadcrumb links for
better indexation and UX

FILTERED
NAVIGATION
Use product ﬁlters to
enhance user experience

Include longtail and LSI keywords
to expand ranking opportunity

Home > Running > Shoes

Shoes

PRODUCT IMAGES

STYLE

Professional photos with relevant ﬁle
name and alt text

COLOR

SHOE XYZ

PRODUCT NAMES
Use descriptive product names and
call-to-actions

TESTIMONIALS
Enhances E-A-T factors
and can aid with
conversions

INTERNAL LINKS
Link to other products and categories
with keyword rich anchor text

BODY COPY

RELATED CATEGORIES

Use a lower-page content
block. Improves content
depth and relevancy

Cross-promote other categories to
increase time on site and sales
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Product Page
PAGE TITLE
Include your target keyword
and product code if relevant

Nike Air Zoom Running Shoe

HEADLINE
Running Shoes
Nike Air
Zoom Pegasus

PRODUCT IMAGES

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Use professional high-res photos
with a relevant ﬁle name and alt text

KEYWORDS
Incorporate long-tail and LSI
keywords in your description to
increase your ranking chances

Write completely unique content
for each product. Never copy/paste
from manufacturers
running shoe
trainer
sneaker

CUSTOMERS
ALSO BOUGHT
Show related products. This will
build internal links and can
increase cart value

PRODUCT VIDEO
Show your product in use

CALL TO ACTION
Use a clear call-to-action button.
Use a contrasting colour to make
it stand out

Descriptive product name
containing your keyword wrapped
in an H1 tag

REVIEW AND RATINGS
FAQ

Related Products

Allow user-generated reviews and
incorporate review and rating schema

FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS
Include FAQs and wrap them in FAQ
Schema markup
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Blog Post
Ways To Run Faster

PAGE TITLE

http://runnerscamp.com/run-faster/

Use a descriptive
human-friendly URL. Include
your keyword

Incorporate your target keyword
toward the start

INTRODUCTION
Include your main keyword in
the ﬁrst 100 words

LSI KEYWORDS

PERMALINKS

23 Ways To Run Faster and Improve
Race Times
more information

H1 HEADING TAG
Keyword optimized. Should be
engaging so visitors read more

Shoes

Use synonyms and long tail
keywords to increase relevance
and ranking terms

OUTBOUND LINKS
Links to related pages on trusted
websites are shown to increase
rankings

STRUCTURE
Use short paragraphs and 8th
grade readability. Measure
with Flesch Kincaid score

USE MULTIMEDIA
gym shoes

INTERNAL LINKS
Include 2-3 links to other posts on
your site in every blog post

Include optimized images and videos
to engage your readers

LENGTH
Studies show top-ranking blog
posts are mostly 2000+ words
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Glossary Page
PAGE TITLE
Include your target keyword in the
ﬁrst 3-5 words

KEYWORDS
Target question-based keywords
Use AHrefs Keyword Explorer with
“what” + your seed keyword to ﬁnd

Athletics Glossary

http://runnerscamp.com/athletics-glossary/

INTERNAL AND
EXTERNAL LINKS
Use the opportunity to reference
related resources on your own
and third party websites

Glossary of
Athletics Terms

NAVIGATION

middle-distance
long jump
pole vault

HEADINGS
Wrap each glossary term in an
<H2> heading tag

A-E

F-I

J-M

N-Q

For enhanced user experience use
jump links to each section
R-U

Athlete

What is an athlete?

DEFINITIONS
Aim for a 1-2 sentence deﬁnition of
each term. This will help rankings
in rich answers

V-Z

IMAGES
Incorporate custom images
alongside each term. Optimize each
image’s ﬁle name and alt tag

Baton

What is an baton?

Bell lap

What is a bell lap?

LSI KEYWORDS
Use synonyms and long tail
keywords to increase relevance
and ranking terms
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FAQ
Running Shoes FAQ

PAGE TITLE

http://runnerscamp.com/running-shoe-faq/

Include your target keyword in the
ﬁrst 3-5 words

Running Shoes FAQ
Frequently Asked Questions About Running Shoes

INTERNAL LINKS

Nike Air Pegasus

Use internal links to relevant
product pages to bolster rankings
and conversions

KEYWORDS
Use AlsoAsked.com and
Google Analytics site search
keywords to create your list
of FAQs

Olympic shoe

MULTIMEDIA
Use images and videos to make
your FAQs more engaging

QUESTIONS
Place your questions inside
heading tags, either <H2> or <H3>

FAQ
How Long Is Your Warranty?

SCHEMA
Wrap your FAQs in Schema.org
markup and win more real estate
on Google’s ﬁrst page

ANSWERS
Provide a succinct 40-50 words
answer so you are eligible for
featured snippet display

Related Products
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Article
PAGE TITLE
Incorporate your target keyword
toward the start

Running Shoes - A Brief History

H1 HEADING TAG

http://runnerscamp.com/running-shoe-history/

PERMALINKS
Use a descriptive human-f riendly
URL. Include your keyword

The History of Running Shoes
By James McKee

AUTHOR
Display the name of the
article’s author prominently
towards the top

Running shoes
Tack and ﬁeld

INTRODUCTION

Keyword optimized. Should be
engaging so visitors read more

LSI KEYWORDS
Use synonyms and long tail
keywords to increase relevance
and ranking terms

INTERNAL LINKS
Where appropriate include links to
other articles on your site

STRUCTURE

Include your main keyword
in the ﬁrst 100 words

Chunk copy in to short paragraphs
for improved readability
Olympics

OUTBOUND LINKS
Links to related pages on trusted
websites are shown to increase
rankings

INCLUDE CITATIONS
Citing sources of your information
will increase trustworthiness,
another important EAT factor

BIO
James Mckee

Add an author bio and include
relevant experience to illustrate
your expertise, an EAT signal

Sources

LENGTH
The longer the better. Aim for a
minimum of 800 words
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Product Review
PAGE TITLE
Do keyword research. Add your
top-review keyword(s) to your
Page Title
Reviews for [Product Name] |
Brand Name

INTRODUCTION
Include a short introduction and
include your target keywords

Reviews for Shoes Z

http://runnerscamp.com/shoesz/reviews/

PERMALINKS
Structure your permalink to
include /reviews/ in the URL

Shoes Z Reviews

product-name/reviews/
or /reviews

OUTBOUND LINKS

Olympics

Link to the reviewers social
proﬁles or company website

SCHEMA
INCLUDE THE
REVIEWERS NAME
Include the reviewers name,
photo and organization for
increased levels of trust

James Mckee

Anna Smith

Markup your reviews with
Aggregate Rating and Review
Schema so you are eligible for
stars in SERPs

USE VIDEO
Video reviews are considered more
trustworthy than text video by
many consumers
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Link Roundup
PAGE TITLE
Target a unique keyword per
round up post. Include it toward
the start.

INTRODUCTION

Running Shoes Roundup

http://runnerscamp.com/running-shoe-roundup-87/

Running Shoes
This Week

Include a short introduction
and incorporate your target
keywords

PERMALINKS
Avoid using dates in your permalinks
as this can age your post
/roundup-101/

UNIQUENESS
Make your content unique. Do not
copy from the source site
word-for-word

PERSONALISE

INTERNAL LINKS

Adding your take on the source
content adds value and
increases it’s ranking chances

Use internal to point users and
ranking signals to relevant pages
and posts on your site
John's Take

CONTENT SOURCES
Highlight only the best content.
This will associate your website
with quality sources Google trust

Top Retro Shoes for 2020

OUTBOUND LINKS
Sources

Link to the source content using
relevant anchor text
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Ultimate Guide
Running Shoes Guide

PERMALINKS
For large guides place your
chapters on separate pages using
a URL structure like this;
/main-topic/subtopic-1/
/main-topic/subtopic-2/

http://runnerscamp.com/running-shoes-guide/

PAGE TITLE
Include your target keyword in
the ﬁrst 3-5 words

Running Shoes:
The Ultimate Guide

MULTIMEDIA
Invest in high-quality images
and videos to make your guide
more engaging

INTRODUCTION
Include a short introduction and
include your target keywords
Chapter 1

History of the Running Shoe

INTERNAL LINKS
Link internally between pages
to for better indexing and user
experience

STRUCTURE
Break your guide into
multiple chapters. Can be
sub-sections of the same
page or separate pages

SECTION HEADERS
Custom graphics for each chapter
help to increase visual appeal and
break up long copy

LENGTH
The longer the better.
Top-performing guides are often
3,000 to 10,000 words long
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Infographic
HEADLINE

Running Shoe Infographic

TITLE TAG
Target keyword in the title tag
within the ﬁrst 3-5 words

http://runnerscamp.com/running-shoe-infographic/

Running Shoes: Top Ten Features
(Backed by Data)

PERMALINKS
Place your keyword in the URL
towards the beginning

running-shoe-features.png

Format your header with an H1 tag
and include your focus keyword

INTRODUCTION
Write a 200-400 word
introduction and add your main
and related long tail keywords

FILENAME

IMAGE FILE

Use your target keyword in the ﬁle
name. Separate words with hyphens
your-keyword.png

Format your image with the right
ﬁle type. PNG ﬁles generally work
best for infographics

RESPONSIVE
IMAGES

EMBED CODE
Make it easy for others to embed
your infographic on their site by
including an embed code

Uses “srcset” to serve responsive
images that will render across
all device types

CONCLUSION
Include a short summary which
adds more content around the
infographic helping it rank

<blockquote class="embedly-card"><h4>
<a href="running-shoe-features.png "></script>

CALL-TO-ACTION
Include a relevant call to action
leading your products and services
or a content upgrade
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Dominate Search Engines
with SEO Sherpa
To ensure your business succeeds in today's digital landscape,
content is key.
But not just any type of content. When content is written around a
proven SEO framework, you can improve the visibility of your site in
the search results. And this improved visibility can better position
your business in the mind of your target audience, allowing you to
build trust with your target market and outperform your rivals.
Whether your writing focus is educational, inspirational, or
humorous, leveraging high quality, SEO-optimised content imparts
credibility and authenticity, which in turn, positively inﬂuences
conversions and purchasing decisions.
To better incorporate these 11 frameworks into your content
marketing strategy, our SEO content guide below covers a
step-by-step process for each of the 11 SEO content types in an
easy-to-follow format.

FEELING
SOCIAL?
Subscribe to our blog
Connect with us on LinkedIn
Like us on Facebook
Follow us on Twitter
Watch our videos on YouTube
Explore our SEO services

Learn More
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